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ABSTRACT

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) impose strict requirements in terms of battery life, communication overhead and
network latency, therefore optimization should be made to applications and services such as domain name service (DNS),
dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) and session initiation protocol (SIP) if they are to be considered for use on
MANETs. Due to the decentralized and self-organizing nature
of MANETs, such applications could utilize a distributed name
resolution/data storage service. Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs)
enable these features by virtually organizing the network topology in a peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay. P2P overlays have been designed to operate on the application layer without knowledge
of the underlying network thus causing poor performance. To
address this problem, we propose and evaluate two different
DHTs integrated with MANET routing in order to optimize the
overall performance of MANET communications when P2P applications and services are used. Both architectures share the
same functionality such as decentralization, self-reorganization,
and self-healing but differ in MANET routing protocol. Performance evaluation using the NS2 simulator shows that these
architectures are suited to different scenarios namely increasing
network size and peer velocity. Comparisons with other wellknown solutions have proven their efficiency with regard to the
above requirements.

1.

INTRODUCTION

P2P networks can be defined as decentralized application layer
overlay networks where traffic flows on top of the physical network such as the Internet. Such networks are formed dynamically on-the-fly and rely on no fixed infrastructure such as
servers. Distributed Hash Table (DHT) is a class of a decentralized distributed system and are widely used today on the Internet in various peer-to-peer systems for example providing name
look-up services such as P2PSIP [1] or keeping track of peers in
a file sharing system such as BitTorrent [2].
MANETs are physical networks consisting of wireless devices (normally Wi-Fi i.e. IEEE 802.11) or nodes such as

smartphones, tablets, laptops, and sensor equipment among
others. These devices are able to dynamically form wireless
networks amongst themselves and thus akin to P2P networks,
have no fixed or centralized infrastructure, instead rely on selfconfiguration. P2P overlays and MANETs share a common notion of rapid network setup, thus MANETs can be vital in scenarios where an instant network deployment is needed. Such
scenarios include ubiquitous computing, providing instant network and disaster recovery during emergency scenarios. One
of the main challenges related to the real-world deployment of
MANETs is efficient routing. Due to nodes physically moving in
a 3-Dimensional spatial area, the most efficient route in terms of
a specific metric (such as the fastest or most reliable route) may
be constantly changing, therefore routes need to be re-evaluated
regularly and route failures must be dealt with in a swift manner
in order to reduce the impact.
One can see that even on the surface both P2P networks and
MANETs share some common properties such as being decentralized and self-organizing, as well as participants sharing their
network resources to relay packets for others. The algorithms
for routing in both technologies are focused on searching the network. In MANETs, the focus is searching for a route to a specific
destination IP, whereas in P2P networks the focus is on searching for a route to a specific destination key and retrieving the
data associated with the key. To achieve the former, MANETs
use routing protocols running on the network layer whereas P2P
networks can use DHTs to achieve key look-up.
Many routing protocols have been proposed for MANETs,
with most pertaining to a certain group determined on whether
they proactively or reactively (or a hybrid) search the network
for routes to a destination. Proactive MANET routing protocols
build up a picture of the entire network by exchanging information about the network topology so that every node will eventually know the shortest path to any destination in the network.
The main overhead in this case is disseminating this topology
information as it must be flooded in the network to all nodes. Reactive MANET routing protocols will remain idle until a packet
is to be sent from a node. Before transmission of the packet,
the route to the destination will be found usually by utilizing a
one-off flooding algorithm to find the shortest or quickest path.

Routes are normally cached at the source, destination and intermediate nodes for a defined period of time in order to speed up
routing requests in the future.
On the other hand, DHTs are based on storing data using a
unique ID called a key ID which is then mapped to the peer with
the numerically closest peer ID in the DHT. In many DHTs, the
key ID and the peer ID are computed using a uniformly distributed hash function such as Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA1). This self-organizing algorithm creates a structure commonly
known as a ring topology with the ring representing the peer ID
space. If a peer wishes to find the value of a specific key, said
peer will send a request to the closest matching peer ID that it is
aware of, this will then be forwarded around the DHT until the
destination is found. Due to the two infrastructures carrying out
much the same functionalities, unnecessary overhead is created
in the network. For example neighborhood discovery is executed
in both the DHT and the MANET routing protocols. Therefore
deploying DHTs on top of MANETs causes poor performance
in the DHT both in terms of replication and searching for key
IDs (known as look-ups) [3]. A logical step is to either accommodate the P2P functionality in the routing layer with protocols
such as [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8][9] or to use a cross-layer approach
to exploit common information in both the MANET and P2P
architectures using protocols such as [5] [10] [11].
The work discussed in this paper introduces absolute integration of DHT functionality at the network layer in MANETs. In
this way, we improve the performance of DHTs in MANETs.
In this paper, two new protocols, Proactive MANET DHT
(PMDHT) and Reactive MANET DHT (RMDHT) are proposed
based on both a proactive and reactive MANET routing protocol. These are then evaluated against other protocols proposed in
literature in order to ascertain improvements in performance for
different scenarios. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In section 2, we discuss the state-of-the-art relevant to
this work. In section 3, we propose two different architectures
for integrating MANET routing protocols and DHTs based on
both proactive and reactive MANET routing. In section 4, we
present simulation parameters, scenarios and simulation results.
Section 5 concludes this paper by summarizing the main findings and mentioning some areas of future work.
2.

STATE-OF-THE-ART

In this section, we first discuss the most relevant state-of-the art
papers within the field of integrated routing and P2P DHT architectures for MANETs. We then describe our previous work
which motivates the work undertaken in this paper.
2.1.

Integrated Routing with P2P DHTs

Pioneering work published by Rhea et al. entitled OpenDHT
(also known as Bamboo DHT) is used as the basis for our work.
OpenDHT is based on Pastry [12] and it makes improvements
over Pastry in the areas of reactive versus periodic recovery

from failures, calculation of message timeouts during lookups
and Proximity Neighbor Selection (PNS). The results from [13]
show that OpenDHT is able to handle higher rates of churn, that
is, peers randomly joining and leaving the network than Pastry
on which it was based, and Chord DHT [14]. The main improvements of OpenDHT which we incorporate in our DHT architectures are; (i) reactive recovery from failures whereby peers
replace a failed neighbor in a fixed periodic manner rather than
a reactive manner and (ii) calculation of message timeouts during lookups where the authors show TCP-style timeout calculation performs the best when compared with other common techniques. Readers are encouraged to read [13] in order to better
understand the full range of improvements OpenDHT is able to
offer in networks with high churn rates. We believe OpenDHT’s
ability to handle churn makes it a good candidate for a basis of
optimization for MANETs as mobility and packet loss can cause
high rates of what would appear to be churn in the network. The
justification for using this DHT as a basis for this paper also extends to Pastry. However, Pastry has been used as the basis for
a large number of DHT-based applications and hence has been
studied and analyzed in many research papers such as [5] [6]
[13] [15] [16]. This makes it one of the most thoroughly examined DHT which have been proposed. In [6], authors proposed
MADPastry, a DHT substrate which acts by combining the Pastry DHT with Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [17]
MANET routing at the network layer. This can lower the overhead required to maintain the DHT. While the architecture utilizes three different routing tables (One akin to AODV’s routing
table, another akin to Pastry’s routing table, and a leaf set table),
the only table requiring proactive management is that of the leafset table, with peers pinging their left and right respective leafs.
The additional tables are updated by overhearing data packets
destined for other peers.
2.2.

Our Previous Work

In the following, we mainly describe our previous work [18] entitled Common Group Aliasing (CGA). This is used in PMDHT
as we will describe in the next section of this paper. Common
Group Aliasing refers to the process of grouping devices which
are close physically in the underlying physical network together
in the P2P overlay network. To achieve this goal, we proposed
that the 160-bit peer ID space is partitioned equally. For example peers beginning with the prefix ID 1.. 2.. 3.. 4.. 5.. 6.. 7.. 8..
9.. will be partitioned into common groups based on their physical position in the overlay network. This is realized through the
use of marker peers. These are peers whose own peer ID prefix
is numerically closest to a set of marker keys. The marker keys
in the above partitioned space would be 1000... 2000... 3000...
4000... 5000... 6000... 7000... 8000... and 9000. To establish
marker peers in the creation of the overlay, peers initially send a
marker request to the marker key close to their peer ID, for example a peer with an ID of 2349... would send a marker request
to the marker key 2000... This request would then be routed to

the peer closest to the marker key using the normal OpenDHT
routing method to distribute the keys. The marker peer is therefore determined as the peer which does not have a peer closer
to the marker key in its leaf set. Once the marker request has
arrived at the peer with the ID closest to that of the marker key,
the peer then declares itself as a marker peer. Initially this is
accomplished by the peer changing its peer ID prefix to that of
the marker key. Once a marker peer has been established, it then
proceeds to send out a periodic marker beacon. When a peer
becomes a marker, the peer primarily does not have any peers
within its CG set. Therefore, we propose that initial marker peers
send out a marker beacon with a two-hop TTL. The beacon is a
basic packet, containing the ID of the marker peer, along with
information relating to the distance the beacon has travelled in
hops. If a peer receives a marker beacon and it is not part of any
CG, the peer will leave the overlay network and then rejoin the
network with its new ID. The new ID is calculated as its original
peer ID with the first x bits of the marker key replacing the first
x bits of the current peer ID. Once a marker peer has a CG set
of more than N peers, it will then switch to only sending marker
beacons to peers within its CG. Peers participating in a CG will
then forward the marker beacon to any peers within a one-hop
radius in the physical underlying network. If a peer receiving a
marker beacon in this situation is not already participating in a
CG, it will immediately join the CG in the aforementioned manner. If a peer receiving a marker beacon is already participating
in a CG however, its participation will be reconsidered by examining with hop count how far the beacon has travelled. If the
hop count of the marker beacon is less than that of its hop count
to its current marker peer, it will leave its current CG and rejoin
the overlay in the new CG. Once the marker beacon has reached
a peer not participating in the CG from which the beacon was
sent, it will process the beacon information and then drop the
packet.
3.

DHT-ROUTING INTEGRATION

To evaluate the integrated DHT and routing approach, one protocol from each of the two main areas of research on MANET
routing protocols has been chosen. One is a proactive MANET
routing protocol, namely Optimized Link State Routing version
2 (OLSRv2) [19], the other is a reactive MANET routing protocol, namely Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector version 2
(AODVv2) [20]. The proposed DHTs which we will refer to
as PMDHT and RMDHT, from herein have the overall aim of:
• Decreasing stretch when compared to similar protocols
from the field, defined as (Physical hops)/(Logical hops)
• Maintaining lookup success rates when compared to similar protocols as defined as (Successful lookups)/(Total
lookups)
• Decreasing the average physical path length for a lookup,
thus reducing delay and reducing the possibility for errors.

• Reducing the number of packets sent in the network related
to DHT operations (signaling traffic and DHT key-based
lookup routing).
3.1.

Proactive MANET DHT (PMDHT)

The proposed proactive DHT architecture integrates the DHT
functionality of OpenDHT [13] in terms of all functionality except DHT routing and including the modifications below within
the MANET routing protocol; OLSRv2 and is subsequently titled PMDHT. This specific proactive MANET routing protocol
was chosen due to its predecessor being the IETF RFC [21] and
now adhering to RFC 5444 message[22] and Type Length Value
(TLV) formats, allowing greater interoperability. With the aforementioned aims in mind, a logical step in designing a new DHT
for MANETs is integrating the DHT functionality with the IP
routing protocol being used. One of such adjustment in proactive DHTs such as OLSRv2 is utilizing a modified version of
the CGA architecture as discussed above. CGA uses ID prefix concatenation to create clusters of peers with similar ID in
the DHT peer ID space. The advantage of this over the normal
operation of assigning random DHT peer IDs comes into play
when considering replication. Each node needs to replicate its
key value pairs with each of its leaf set peers, so that if a peer
leaves the network (due to battery life constraints or willfully)
another node can take responsibility for the leaving peers DHT
key value pairs. The further away a leaf set peer is located in the
physical space, the more overhead is created in terms of number of packets and delay, as more physical hops are needed to
relay the information. The second differing feature of PMDHT
is the way DHT lookups are performed. In most DHTs such
as [14], lookups are performed based on a ring-like algorithm
where a lookup traverses multiple nodes in sequence until the
destination is found by matching the lookup key to the closest
DHT peer ID available at each node along the lookup traversal path. This normally equates to a maximum routing path of
length O(logN) where N is the number of nodes in the overlay.
In PMDHT, peer IDs are piggybacked on to the OLSRv2 [19]
routing packets, so that signaling required to propagate routing
information regarding IP addresses also propagates DHT peer
ID information. Thus we avoid replication of data for much the
same purpose and reduce overhead.
Clustering can be used to create physical areas in the MANET
where nodes have similar DHT peer IDs by using prefix concatenation as described in [18]. CGA improves DHT replication overhead by electing super-peers for each cluster by using
a pre-defined marker key function in order to elect super-peers
based on which node is numerically closest to a set of marker
keys. CGA also defines different classes of peers which may
or may not act as forwarders in the network based on battery
life and computing power. In order to reduce the complexity
of the protocol, instead of super-peers being elected, the closest nodes to an instantiation specific in terms of an administrators configuration set of pre-defined DHT peer ID keys, denoted

as cluster-key (Clstr_keys) would become super-peers. There
is one cluster-key assigned to each cluster. Once a super-peer
has been assigned it will begin broadcasting its DHT peer ID at
specific time intervals. Any peer within a one hop radius will
receive the broadcast packet which we will refer to as the beacon packet denoted by bi where i is the corresponding cluster.
The beacon packet will continue to be relayed by each peer until a peer closer to another beacon (in terms of packet latency
as a peer will immediately ping a super-peer after receiving a
packet) receives the packet, at which point the packet will not
be forwarded. This method should create clusters of peers with
similar DHT peer IDs at a relatively low cost in terms of packet
overhead.
The join procedure can be described as a superset of two procedures, firstly the empty overlay join procedure, and secondly
the existing overlay join procedure. The empty overlay join procedure occurs when no overlay currently exists. This is realized
when a node receives no DHT packets within a 2*Tb time period
where Tb is the time period between sending beacon packets. If
this is the case, the node will hash its IP address using SHA-1,
generating a 160-bit ID hash. As this is the first node, it will then
become a super-peer. We use the node’s IP address because it
is unique piece of information of the user and it gives a unique
hash less likely for collision. We treat a change of IP as the peer
leaving and joining the network again. In the case that an overlay node receives a DHT beacon in 2*Tb, the node will initiate a
join request to the source of the beacon. The join request sent to
the super-peer of cluster I is denoted by Joini . This will include
the 160-bit SHA-1 hash of the peers IP address. The super-peer
whom is the destination of the request will then generate a new
DHT peer ID for the joining peer by concatenating its own DHT
prefix. The new DHT peer ID is then sent in a JoinREPi packet
to the joining peer. The leaf set table can then be populated based
on DHT peer information from the Topology Information Base
in OLSRv2, and can be updated if any changes are detected. The
peer can then begin replicating the data of peers from its leaf set.
As discussed, PMDHT tightly integrates lookup functionality
into the routing layer of OLSRv2. As a prerequisite for looking up DHT keys, the peer must first find the peer responsible
for the DHT key. In the IETF RFC 5444, TLVs are defined.
TLVs allow extensions to be added on to existing routing packets. PMDHT will introduce a new packet TLV in the HELLO
messages of OLSRv2. The TLVs will contain the DHT peer
ID of the source node. Multi Point Relay (MPR) nodes as defined in OLSRv2 will then collate this information. Another
packet TLV will be used to extend the Topology Control (TC)
message with the DHT peer ID corresponding to each node for
which a routable address is included in the original TC message.
This information will then be flooded in the network using the
controlled flooding mechanism known as MPR flooding in OLSRv2. The information contained within the DHT peer ID TLV
will then be processed by each node and entered into an extended
Topology Information Base. When a peer then wishes to lookup
a specific DHT key, the Topology Information Base can then be

consulted to find the closest numerically matching DHT peer ID
to the DHT key. The DHT lookup packet GET (a GET is how
we refer to a DHT key-based lookup request) can then be sent
directly to that node via its IP address. The routing protocol OLSRv2 will then decide the most appropriate route for the packet
to the destination. Once the GET packet has been received at the
destination node, the value of the key can then be sent back via
a GET Reply (GREP) packet directly to the source node using
the OLSRv2 routing based on the source node IP address.
Replication in PMDHT is handled exactly the same as the
replication algorithm described in [13] with regards to selecting
a random peer from its leaf set table and executing a synchronization request. This has the effect that in O(logLS) where LS is
the leaf set size number of iterations each peer will have updated
its datastore based on information from its leafseti peers. The
main difference in replication between PMDHT and OpenDHT
is the leaf set peers in PMDHT should be closer (in terms of
hops) than those in OpenDHT as PMDHT will have leaf set
peers within the cluster, whereas OpenDHT leaf set peers are
random due to the hashing of IP address to generate peer IDs.
In a network without proximity between leafset peers, the synchronized data, which is the largest in terms of packet size can be
relayed over many hops and even traverse over the same physical
nodes.
3.2.

Reactive DHT

The proposed reactive DHT architecture again integrates the
DHT functionality of OpenDHT [13] in terms of all functionality except DHT routing and including the modifications below
but within the MANET routing protocol AODVv2 and is therefore aptly named Reactive MANET DHT (RMDHT). AODVv2
was chosen due to it being the successor to the RFC [20] and adhering to the RFC 5444 message and TLV formats. As with the
previously described proactive protocol, the reactive DHT protocol will also be integrated at the routing layer in order to minimize overhead and delay from the DHT application perspective.
A description of the main integrated architecture follows. Unlike
the proactive protocol, where routable addresses are flooded to
every node using TC messages, no such functionality exists in
reactive MANET routing protocols such as AODVv2. Instead
the protocol awaits transmission of a packet, then if no existing route to the designation is known, the protocol in a reactive manner, tries to find a suitable route by using expanding
ring search flooding of the Route Request (RREQ) messages.
The protocol sets an initial lifespan on each RREQ in order to
avoid flooding the entire network. If no Route Reply (RREP)
packet is received within that lifespan, the lifespan is increased
and the RREQ packet is again flooded into the network. This
process is repeated until a suitable route to the destination is
found. In order to lower the overhead caused by the DHT, it
is necessary to integrate DHT lookups with routing lookups.
If a DHT which uses PUTs (utilizing the numerical DHT ring
to find a node responsible for a said DHT key to store the key

value pair) is overlaid on top of a MANET routing protocol such
as AODVv2, the DHT roughly mirrors the same functionality
of part of the MANET routing protocol (namely neighborhood
discovery), except at the application layer. This creates an unnecessary overhead as the two protocols require similar information (IP address and routing information). There is an argument
for simply adding DHT peer ID information in HELLO packets,
then using this information to populate leaflets. It is intuitive
however, that further improvements can be achieved by tighter
integration with AODVv2 as we prove later in this paper using
simulations. The other issue we will address is redundancy of
the stored data. This will obviously incur an overhead and so
should be optimized in order to efficiently replicate data with
nearby nodes. Due to the fact that in AODVv2, the algorithm
is purely focussed on finding a route on-demand, the signaling
required when the network is idle or previous routes have been
established is very small. This has the affect that when integrating the DHT with AODVv2, we only need to focus on a small
number of functions, namely lookup and replication. The added
functionality seen in PMDHT such as clustering and DHT peer
ID prefixing is not needed as will be explained later in this section. One can see that RMDHT is not a DHT in the traditional
sense, in fact it is comparable to an unstructured P2P networks
as it utilizes flooding for lookups rather than conventional keybased routing. We still refer to it as a DHT however as each peer
locally stores key value pairs in a hash table.
In RMDHT, there is no specific join procedure as such, because the lookup protocol is based on a flooding algorithm.
Peers do not maintain leaf sets and hence do not need to notify peers in order for the lookup procedure to function. In order
to provide redundancy, a node should however begin the replication procedure immediately after joining the DHT. Overall, not
requiring a join function does not decrease overhead much compared to PMDHT as the replication procedure which utilizes the
largest data packets is still required. It does however save time
when joining the DHT as the transmission of the Join packet and
subsequent waiting for the JoinREP in PMDHT does add some
delay.
RMDHT nodes will store key value pairs which have originated from themselves, thus the peers will not have IDs identifying themselves, only the data. The reasoning for this is based on
the expanding ring search algorithm which is used on AODVv2.
RMDHT will extend the functionality of AODVv2 to support
lookups within the routing protocol packets in order to lower
overheads. A DHT lookup TLV can be used to extend the RREQ
packet. The lookup TLV will contain the key of the requested
lookup. Upon a node responsible for said key receiving the
RREQ, the matching value for the key will be sent back to the
source node in a DHT Reply (DREP) packet in order to be processed by RMDHT. The DREP packet will be routed using the
AODVv2 routing protocol the same as a normal data packet. If
a RREQ is received before the RREQ lifespan is expired, and
no DREP packet has been received, the node will then issue a
DHT Request (DREQ) packet with an increased lifespan akin to

the functionality of an RREQ but with the destination DHT key
instead of an IP address. The DREQ will then be crosschecked
against each DHT key at every node at which it is received.
Replication based on nodes with a numerically close DHT
peer ID such as in PMDHT is not required as the DHT lookup
algorithm is no longer based on the Plaxton prefix routing algorithm i.e. matching a DHT key to the relevant closest DHT
peer ID. Therefore nodes can simply pick a random peer from its
neighbor set which is populated by AODVv2 using the HELLO
message defined in IETF RFC 6130 and send a SynReq message to the peer. DHT keys found at the random peer and not
currently stored on the source node can then be requested akin
to PMDHT.
4.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to evaluate the two proposed protocols, we have developed an application for the network simulator ns-2 [23] implementing both PMDHT and RMDHT. The simulator implements all factors of the DHT including replication, pings, leaf
sets, PUTs/GETs, clustering, caching, churn via mobility and
joining. Table 1 shows the simulation parameters where the network area size is dependent on the number of nodes in order
to maintain the node density. We have simulated two scenarios
in order to investigate how the protocols perform under different conditions. The first scenario referred to as the Scalability
scenario is aimed at evaluating the protocol performance while
increasing the number of peers in the network. The second scenario aptly named the Mobility effect scenario investigates how
the protocols perform while increasing the velocity of the moving MANET nodes. We have specifically chosen these scenarios
as the differing attributes investigated represent two of the main
challenges to be addressed in MANETs. All data points are an
average of 10 simulation runs, and are presented with a 95% confidence interval. In our analysis, we have compared the results
of our proposed algorithms with other known algorithms such
as Etka, MADPastry and ROBUST which have all integrated
P2P DHT on routing protocols. Table 1 shows the simulation
parameters.
4.1.

Network Overhead

In figure 1, the network overhead is shown as a function of
MANET node mobility speed. It was straight away obvious that
mobility seemed to have more of an effect on overhead per protocol than network size. Ekta handles mobility well, the overhead does seem to rise dramatically at 15m/s as route caching
becomes less effective at higher speeds due to more frequent link
breakages. RMDHT and MADPastry have similar overhead as
AODVv2 is quite consistent as routes are always found on demand. However, MADPastry is slightly higher due to longer
routes meaning more link breakages. PMDHT and ROBUST
have the highest overhead as one would expect due to mobility
meaning more frequent MPR re-election. In this case, ROBUST

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Parameters
Network Size (Scalability)
Network size (Mobility effect)
Node velocity (Scalability)
Node velocity (Mobility effect)
Node density
Mobility model
Routing
protocols
used
Data packet payload
size
MAC layer
Link bandwidth
Maximum transmission range
Types of traffic
Simulation time
DHT data distribution
Number of DHT
GET requests
Data synchronization
interval
Leaf set update interval
Neighbor ping interval
Super peer change
RTT threshold
Cluster beacon interval
Proximity synchronization interval

Values
25, 50, 75, 100, 125
50
1 m/s
0m/s, 5m/s, 10m/s
15m/s, 20m/s
100 nodes per 1km2
Random Way Point
AODVv2, OLSRv2,
DSR
512 bytes
Figure 1: DHT Overhead in Bytes vs Node Speed

802.11
11 Mbit/s
250 m
UDP
1000 s
Random
10/s
3s
4s
5s
90 ms
10 s
60 s

sees a higher overhead due to considerably longer path lengths
and more link breakages as a result.
4.2.

Network Latency

Figure 2 (a) shows the average end-to-end delay of a DHT lookup as a function of network size. It is evident that as the DHTs
scale in network size, delay is increasing as a result. Two factors seem to play a large role in delay caused by network size;
the routing protocol and the average look-up path length. Subsequently AODVv2 has a lower delay when scaling due to the
quick setup of new paths compared with the OLSRv2 whose
MPR re-election takes place when an MPR node moves away

from its selectors. However, in the case of MADPastry this is
countered by longer path lengths causing higher delays. Likewise, ROBUST further compounds this as the average path
length is significantly higher. Ekta has the highest delay, due to
the fact that a larger network requires DSR to store longer source
routes, this gives a higher probability of link failures and leads
to more route discoveries taking place. In figure 2(b) we investigate the effect that node speed has on delay. As in figure 2 (a),
the two factors of routing protocol and path length again seem to
play a big role. AODVv2 appears to handle mobility the best in
terms of delay with both RMDHT and MADPastry performing
well. This can be attributed to AODVv2 incorporated within
them the ability to immediately make use of routing information from intermediate nodes and thus learning new routes very
quickly. The slightly higher delay in MADPastry is due to the
average path being longer. The end-to-end delay in Ekta starts
relatively low and increases dramatically at a node speed of 15
m/s because of regular link breakages in routes. ROBUST performs badly here mainly due to the larger look-up path length,
however PMDHT experiences quite high delay as well. This is
caused by MPR nodes moving outside of the connectivity range
of their MPR selectors causing MPR re-electing and high delays.
4.3.

Packet Loss

Figure 3(a) shows the number of dropped packets by each
of the protocols studied with increasing network size. The
higher packet loss for Ekta can be explained due to larger
stored source routes meaning more potential link breakages.
RMDHT, PMDHT, MADPastry and ROBUST perform similarly as AODVv2 with fast path discovery mechanism and OLSRv2 which has the potential to reroute around broken links.
We can see that for all protocols, the packet loss increases exponentially due to the high number of peers resulting in congested
links and transmission errors, thus it is important to look at how

(a) E2E Delay vs Scalability

(a) Dropped Packets vs Scalability

(b) E2E Delay vs Node Speed

(b) Dropped Packets vs Node Speed

Figure 2: Comparing End-to-End Delay for Different Protocols

Figure 3: Comparing Dropped Packets for Different Protocols

the protocol handles this packet loss by looking at the look-up
success rate. In figure 3(b), the effects of node speed upon the
number of dropped packets is investigated. When there is no mobility in the network we can see a very low number of dropped
packets. Ekta maintains a lower number of packets dropped initially then increases dramatically at faster speeds. The performance of Ekta in this scenario can be attributed to over-hearing
of new routes from intermediate peers passing by and datalink
acknowledgement. The routing protocols seem to have a great
effect here and distinguishing between the different protocols using the same routing approach is difficult mainly due to the high
number of replication packets of each.

up to 50 nodes network size, with the protocols with a longer
path length suffering more due to higher probability of a broken
link. Ekta seems to take the most degradation of performance
when scaling due to higher delay and packet loss. MADPastry and ROBUST both suffer degradation due to longer lookup paths. RMDHT and PMDHT perform the best overall due
to short paths and low delay. Figure 4(b) investigates lookup success rate while increasing node speed. ROBUST performs by far the worst here due to higher delays and packet loss
caused by a significantly longer path length and the effects of
OLSRv2. MADPastry suffers compared to RMDHT despite using the same routing protocol due to a longer average path length
causing more possible failures, however this seems to stabilize
around 5-10m/s. RMDHT and PMDHT perform similarly due
to similar packet loss rates and short paths caused by tight routing protocol integration. Ekta however performs the best here
due to the significant lower packet loss.

4.4.

Look up Success Rate

Figure 4(a) shows the percentage of successful look-ups against
increasing network size. All of the protocols perform well for

(a) Look-up Success Rate vs Scalability
Figure 5: Look-up Average Path Length

the PMDHT, RMDHT and Ekta protocols are tightly integrated
with their corresponding routing protocols at the network layer.
ROBUST relies on broadcasting and obtaining IP to DHT IDs
to create an exact copy of the physical network at the DHT layer.

(b) Look-up Success Rate vs Node Speed
Figure 4: Comparing Look-up Success Speed for Different Protocols

4.5.

Average Path Length

In figure 5, the average path length for each protocol is shown.
RMDHT and PMDHT perform very similar due to the tight integration at the network layer meaning the DHT paths mirror
those of the routing protocol. Ekta has a slightly higher average
path length as it still relies on pastry leaf sets and routing tables
while sourcing much of the information from Ekta. MADPastry
relies on clusters to lower overhead, this doesn’t however necessarily mean shorter paths in look-ups. ROBUST performs the
worst as expected here, the path length will stay the same due to
its hierarchical topology and strict cluster routing, this may be a
benefit at larger network sizes not investigated in this paper.
4.6.

Overlay Stretch

Figure 6 displays the DHT look-up path stretch as described
above. MADPastry is the only protocol which exhibits stretch as

Figure 6: Logical Path vs Physical Path Stretch

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented two protocols that integrate peer-topeer functionalities and routing. The DHT overhead in both protocols are similar to the DHTs optimized for MANETs namely
Etka and MADPastry due to the similar aggressive PNS algorithms used. However, despite their similar overhead, we have
shown that both RMDHT and PMDHT perform better than the
rest of the protocols in terms of end-to-end delay when scaling
the network size due to shorter average path length caused by
utilizing MANET routing protocol routes. We have also shown

that RMDHT performs better than MADPastry in terms of endto-end delay when increasing node speed due to shorter path
lengths, whereas the delay caused by utilizing OLSRv2 due to
the proactive routing protocol not handling high mobility as a result of constantly changing network conditions meaning routes
not converging quick enough in PMDHT adversely affects performance in this case. We see that both proposed DHT protocols
perform best overall in terms of look-up success rate when scaling the network due to shorter average path lengths, meaning
less probability of dropped packets causing transmission failure across a route. Etka however outperforms both protocols in
terms of success rate when increasing node speed due to lower
packet loss; however Etka also has significantly higher end-toend delay when increasing node speed in this scenario, thus
RMDHT also performs well in this scenario. In PMDHT, we
combine the DHT functionality with the routing at the network
layer and piggyback DHT information inside the routing topology messages. Optimization is achieved in RMDHT by piggybacking DHT look-up information inside route request messages if such a packet is sent within a certain time period, else
a DHT request packet is sent. The obtained simulation results
have shown that both systems are suited to different scenarios.
PMDHT appears to be well suited to larger networks overall
when compared with similar protocols and a non-cross-layer
DHT protocol, thus this protocol is better suited to this scenario
when compared to the current state-of-the-art techniques. However RMDHT seems more suited to scenarios with a high level
of mobility when compared with the aforementioned protocols,
it is slightly lower in terms of look-up success rate, however this
is balanced with less end-to-end delay, thus offering a better solution than the state-of-the-art for time sensitive look-up applications when increasing node speed. The proposed protocols
have each been evaluated while varying certain network conditions such as mobility or node speed. It would be of further
interest to investigate how they perform in more scenarios such
as where nodes could lose battery power and are forced to leave
the network, with more nodes joining at random points in time.
It would also be interesting to investigate different topologies
caused by nodes moving using different mobility models. Another aspect not investigated in our simulations is that of node
heterogeneity, currently all nodes have the same power. It would
be interesting to see if any benefit can be gained from RMDHT
and PMDHT in this case by optimizing the protocols for different aspects such as energy efficiency for example by using
paths with the least number of neighbors and reducing the power
needed for such neighbors to receive these redundant packets.
This could be further investigated in mesh networks, where only
the static peers in the network would participate in storing DHT
data while other peers are able to perform look-ups whilst mobile.
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